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Chapter 1461: Bigshot of the Bigshot 

 

“It’s our honor to have you attend the award ceremony of the Emperor District International Film 

Festival!” 

The chairman had already prepared a translator. The translator was about to translate the conversation 

when Selina spoke in an accurate burst of the local tongue. 

“Imperial Phoenix Group has just moved to Camino, and its film industry has also been shifted to 

Camino. Although most of our actors are still pursuing their careers in Sab, many celebrities will move 

some of their businesses to Camino due to the shift. They hope to have more contact with the major 

film companies in Camino in the future. At the same time, we’ll be relying on the chairmen and vice 

presidents of the organizing committee to take care of our artists.” 

By saying this, Selina gave the organizing committee a lot of face. 

Not to mention the Forbes rankings at the beginning of the year, Imperial Phoenix Group had already 

gone from the top ten in the world to third in the world, becoming a top-notch giant company. As far as 

film and television were concerned, celebrities were the most developed and sought-after in Sab. 

The three people who came today were all top celebrities in Sab, and the Imperial Phoenix Film Industry 

was the most powerful film company in Sab. 

Meanwhile, the person in front of her was the vice president of the entire Imperial Phoenix Group, the 

company that was top among the film and television corporations. Saying such words was simply giving 

too much face to the organizing committee. 

The chairmen were so excited that they did not know how they should deal with this honor from 

Imperial Phoenix Group. 

“Previously, Imperial Phoenix Film Industry sent us a work letter explaining the guests who are coming 

today. So, we’d like to invite the two Best Actors and one Best Actress to be our guest presenter. Now 

that Vice President Selina is here, as the vice president of Imperial Phoenix Group and also the vice 

president of Imperial Phoenix Film Industry, it will be our great honor if you can also be our guest 

presenter. I wonder if we could have this honor, Miss Selina?” 

Selina smiled. “Of course.” 

The chairmen and committee members were so happy that they laughed out loud. 

At that moment, there was a knock on the door. Another Best Actress, Dan Muxi, pushed the door open 

and walked in. 

When she saw Mike Beirut, Dan Muxi’s eyes instantly lit up. She could not help but cover her mouth as 

she nearly cried out like a fangirl. 



“Mike Beirut, I’m so happy to see you. I really didn’t expect you to come. Can… Can I walk the red carpet 

with you later?” Dan Muxi said to Mike Beirut in authentic Luntanese. 

Although Dan Muxi was an A-list actress in the country and had won Best Actress before, a top 

international celebrity like Mike Beirut would not recognize her at all. He could not walk the red carpet 

with her just because she said so. 

However, Mike Beirut was someone who had been in the entertainment industry for so many years. 

Being humble was necessary. 

“Lady, you’re really beautiful tonight. I really want to walk the red carpet with you too, but… I already 

have a beauty by my side tonight. I… need to walk the red carpet with my boss.” 

Boss? 

Dan Muxi was stunned. 

Mike Beirut was an A-list big name in Imperial Phoenix Film Industry. It was rumored that he had shares 

in Imperial Phoenix Film Industry too. If he said that his boss was here… His boss was Feng Shengxuan, 

was he not? 

“B… Best Actor Feng is here?” Dan Muxi stared. 

She had always wanted to see Feng Shengxuan. 

Firstly, it was because Feng Shengxuan was too handsome—the ground-breaking, horizon-shattering 

kind. 

Chapter 1462: Qualification 

 

Secondly, Feng Shengxuan was the chairman of the entire Imperial Phoenix Group. If anyone could get 

close to such a man, they could walk this earth sideways if they wanted. 

Most importantly, if Feng Shengxuan took a liking to Dan Muxi, even if it meant being just his mistress, 

she could finally compete with Mu Chengxiang. 

When Dan Muxi thought about how that b*tch Mu Chenxiang had married into a wealthy family, 

nothing could appease the resentment in her heart. 

“Phoenix isn’t here. This is our vice president, Miss Selina!” 

Dan Muxi looked at Mike Beirut as he pointed to a girl in a bright red evening gown standing next to 

him. 

This girl looked exquisitely attractive—an absolute bomb of a beauty. 

However, she looked like she was only around 20 years old, right? How could she be the vice president 

of Imperial Phoenix Group? 

What kind of background did this girl have to be able to become the vice president of Imperial Phoenix 

Group? What was her relationship with Feng Shengxuan? Were they lovers? 



In her shock, Dan Muxi knew that although this person was much younger than her, she was the vice 

president of the third-largest corporation in the world. She was not someone an insignificant movie star 

like Dan Muxi could mess with. 

Thus, Dan Muxi excitedly greeted Selina in Luntanese. 

However, Selina replied to Dan Muxi in the Camino language. 

This struck Dan Muxi once more. 

Selina did not know Dan Muxi either, so she simply greeted her with a one-liner. 

Although Dan Muxi was still smiling, there was a hint of dissatisfaction in her smile. 

Dan Muxi was, after all, an A-list bigshot in the country. She deserved some basic respect at the very 

least, right? She had lowered herself and tried to appease this woman, only to receive a cold and 

arrogant reply. 

“Let me introduce everyone. This is our country’s A-list Best Actress, Miss Dan Muxi.” 

Since Dan Muxi went straight to talk to the top international celebrity the moment she entered, the 

chairmen of the organizing committee did not manage to interject. Now that the situation started to get 

a little awkward, they started to introduce her. 

After the introduction, everyone realized that this woman was actually one of the award-winning best 

actress. Everyone looked enlightened and greeted her again. 

Dan Muxi could not help but twitch the corner of her mouth. 

After talking for so long, they did not even know who she was! 

This made Dan Muxi feel very embarrassed. After all, she was also an A-list actress in the country! 

“Sir, there are about 20 minutes left before we start the red carpet walk. Best Actors and Best Actresses 

of Imperial Phoenix are about to leave.” 

“Okay.” The chairman responded and asked, “Why isn’t Chenxiang here yet? Wasn’t she here already 

just now?” 

Selina was about to tell the organizing committee that Mu Chenxiang was busy and could not come 

when Dan Muxi spoke. 

“Chairman, I’m here to tell you about Mu Chenxiang. Earlier, she received a call, but after hanging up, 

she said that she had something to do at home, so she ignored the staff’s advice and insisted on going 

home. I think she heard that her husband had returned from the military base.” 

I also knew that as a female celebrity who had married into a wealthy family, Mu Chenxiang would 

definitely have a hard time as wealthy families were full of rules. Even so, what event was it today? It 

was the International Film Festival award ceremony. Even the vice president of the Imperial Phoenix 

Group and several top international Best Actors and Best Actresses from the Imperial Phoenix Film 

Industries were attending. What right did she have to act like a big shot and not attend? 



“Previously, all of you said that I was prejudiced against her, but today, the vice president of Imperial 

Phoenix Group, Miss Selina, is here as well.. Let’s invite Miss Selena to be the judge. Tell me, is what she 

did wrong?” 

Chapter 1463: Bailed 

When the chairman saw that Dan Muxi was going to slander Mu Chenxi again, he frowned. 

The two of them debuted together. In fact, Dan Muxi debuted half a year earlier than Mu Chenxiang. 

Both of them were excellent actors, but Mu Chenxiang was obviously better than Dan Muxi. 

When Mu Chenxiang won the Best Newcomer Award, Dan Muxi had yet to obtain any rewards and was 

still jumping around in the industry. In the second year, Dan Muxi finally won the Best Newcomer 

Award, but Mu Chenxiang had already won the Best Supporting Actress Award, which gave more 

importance than Dan Muxi’s. When Dan Muxi followed in Mu Chenxiang’s footsteps and obtained the 

Best Supporting Actress Award, Mu Chenxiang had once again crushed her at the award ceremony and 

won the Best Actress. After that, as though Mu Chenxiang had a special affinity with the Best Actress 

Award, she won all the best actress awards available in the country. Wherever Mu Chenxiang was, Dan 

Muxi would forever fall behind her. 

Moreover, it was as if these two had a grudge against each other out of public eyes. Whenever Dan 

Muxi attended an award ceremony, Mu Chenxiang would join in and crush Dan Muxi with her 

unmissable talent. 

At the end, when Dan Muxi finally won the Best Actress award through her tireless efforts and thought 

that she could finally be in the headlines without getting crushed by Mu Chenxiang, Mu Chenxiang won 

the Oscars for Best Actress and snatched the headlines away from Dan Muxi again. Dan Muxi had yet to 

recover from her anger when the young master of the wealthiest family in Camino, Nangong Jin—a 

major general at a young age—proposed to her again. 

As a result, Dan Muxi had never won in the grudge that Dan Muxi and Mu Chenxiang seemed to have. 

No matter fighting openly or covertly, Dan Muxi did not win once. In the end, he lost miserably to Mu 

Chenxiang’s life which seemed to be full of cheat codes. 

As Mu Chenxiang gradually disappeared from the public’s sight, she no longer took on movies or series. 

However, whenever people talked about Mu Chenxiang, they would talk about Dan Muxi. Once they 

talked about Dan Muxi, the conversation would gradually turn to Mu Chenxiang, ruffling the dust that 

had finally settled. Over the years, although Mu Chenxiang had stopped filming movies and series, as 

long as Dan Muxi never disappeared, Mu Chenxi would forever be popular. Furthermore, she was an 

existence that Dan Muxi could not surpass. 

Even though Mu Chenxiang had married into a wealthy family, whether it was the film industry or the 

aristocratic circle, her status was not something Dan Muxi could compare to. However, this did not stop 

Dan Muxi from hating Mu Chenxiang. 

After Dan Muxi finished speaking, seeing that the various chairmen and the vice president of the 

Emperor Phoenix Group did not speak, she continued, “Although Mu Chenxiang has won the Oscar for 

Best Actress, she has already retired from acting for three years. Other than participating in various 



entertainment programs to earn money, she has not filmed a single movie or television series. The 

organizing committee gave her this opportunity to go on the red carpet with all the distinguished guests, 

so she should be grateful. Even then, not only was she ungrateful, she even bailed at this time. She 

didn’t even inform anyone before leaving just like that. Even if she is now the wife of a wealthy family, 

isn’t she insulting the international distinguished guests and organizing committee?” 

Dan Muxi knew Mu Chenxiang’s character. Although she was the Nangong family’s young lady, Mu 

Chengxiang had never used the Nangong family’s influence and power to mess with her and her mother. 

This also made Dan Muxi understand that Mu Chenxiang still respected whatever ridiculous past they 

had with each other. 

However, even though this b*tch did not teach them a lesson, she never gave Dan Muxi and her mother 

the acknowledgment they deserved all these years. This caused the two of them to not gain any glory 

from the Nangong family. This was also the root of Dan Muxi’s hatred toward Mu Chenxiang.. 

Chapter 1464: Facesmack 

 

It was also because Dan Muxi admired Nangong Jin, but she was as invisible as air to Nangong Jin. 

However, whenever Dan Muxi’s actions went out of line, Nangong Jin would attack her without the 

slightest hesitation. 

This meant that Dan Muxi could never do anything severe to Mu Chenxiang. However, Dan Muxi was 

used to defaming Mu Chengxiang every now and then. As long as she did not cross Mu Chenxiang and 

Nangong Jin’s lines, they would not find fault with her. 

Firstly, without Mu Chenxiang, she would be the number one senior sister in the entertainment 

industry. Secondly, by badmouthing Mu Chenxiang from time to time, she could highlight her status in 

the entertainment industry and make the newbies in the industry look up to her even more. 

After all, not everyone dared to badmouth the Oscar-winning best actress who was also the Nangong 

family’s young lady. 

However, as the saying went, one would always bump into a ghost if they walked too much at night. 

Unfortunately, Dan Muxi bumped into a ghost today. 

Dan Muxi said to Selina, “Miss Selina, since Best Actress Mu Chenxiang is unable to go on the red carpet 

with all of you, could I have the chance to walk alongside all of you on the red carpet instead?” 

At this moment, the door to the waiting room had already been opened. A few reporters who had 

walked past the room looked inside and saw three international celebrities inside. In an instant, they got 

excited and quickly hit the record button. 

It was at that moment that they heard Dan Muxi say those lines, so the reporters who were recording 

those international celebrities coincidentally had Dan Muxi’s words on video. 



Dan Muxi’s expression changed slightly. After all, she was afraid that Nangong Jin would hear what she 

had just said, and she might not be able to get away with it. However, she calmed down after assuring 

herself that there was nothing wrong with what she just said. She smiled sweetly at Selina. 

Selina was smiling too. Yet, the words that escaped her lips chilled the atmosphere in the entire lounge. 

“But I don’t want to go on the red carpet with you. I’ll never lower my standards to team up with a 

b*tch!” 

Since the reporters noticed that someone was taking a video here, more reporters got curious and they 

started gathering here. They coincidentally got what Selina said on video. 

Everyone was shocked. Who in the world was Selina? Why did the three international celebrities not say 

anything and let Selina speak on their behalf? Her words were so unpleasant, but the reporters had keen 

senses to realize that Selina was no ordinary person. 

A senior reporter suddenly said in a low and excited voice, “I know her. She seems to be the daughter of 

Duke Eton of Luntan, Miss Selina.” 

Everyone, “…” 

Why was the Duke’s daughter standing next to those three international celebrities? 

There was no way the people in this group were related! 

Selina’s merciless facesmack drained Dan Muxi’s face in disbelief. 

Even though Dan Muxi had not won any international awards, she was still a reputable senior sister in 

Camino. However, it felt like a disaster landed straight on her face when this woman said this so 

blatantly to her. Dan Muxi did not know how she had offended Selina. She stood rooted to the ground, 

but she was starting to panic. 

This was the vice president of Imperial Phoenix Group! 

Imperial Phoenix Group had a powerful presence, and now they were starting to expand their influence 

in Camino. Would Dan Muxi be punished and banned from the screen? 

The members of the organizing committee panicked. They did not understand the rapid change in 

Selina’s attitude. Unless... 

Were these people related to Mu Chenxiang? 

Oh, right! Mu Chenxiang did work in Sab before. 

The chairman immediately said, “Everyone, I’m really sorry.” 

Chapter 1465: B*llshit Comments 

 

“Dan Muxi can be so blunt sometimes, but she doesn’t mean it. She just has a tendency to escalate 

things. She didn’t expect Mu Chenxiang to be your friend either. If she has offended you with her 

rudeness, please be magnanimous and forgive her.” 



Dan Muxi was also dumbfounded. 

What? Mu Chenxiang actually hooked up with Emperor Phoenix Group? Meanwhile, she was also 

friends with the vice president of Imperial Phoenix Group? 

How was this possible? 

Flashlights and cameras kept rolling as they filmed Dan Muxi and the members of Imperial Phoenix 

Group. Although most of the reporters did not hear the first part, it was not hard to tell from the 

chairman’s words that Dan Muxi had badmouthed Mu Chenxiang. Thus, it all led to the incident where 

Miss Selina insulted Dan Muxi instead. 

Selina looked at the chairman of the organizing committee and said, “Chairman Chen, Sis Chenxiang left 

in a hurry because she had no other choice. Her husband has been severely injured during a 

peacekeeping mission. Sis Chenxiang was anxious when she received the news, so she asked me to 

request the chairman for leave. She can’t go on the red carpet with us anymore, so we’ll go ourselves 

today. As for Sis Chenxiang, I hope that the chairman of the organizing committee can make an 

exception for her. She’s not someone who doesn’t care about the International Film Festival, nor does 

she look down on the organizing committee.” 

Although Selina did not repeat what Dan Muxi said, everyone understood that Dan Muxi claimed that 

Mu Chenxiang’s sudden leave was insulting to the International Film Festival and the organizing 

committee. In addition, Dan Muxi often make public criticisms that implied her real target of cricitism, 

so the reporters immediately knew what had happened. 

Although the chairman had guessed what kind of relationship between Selina and Mu Chenxiang was 

like, he did not expect them to be this close. The vice president of Imperial Phoenix Group actually 

helped Mu Chenxiang request to leave! 

Based on their originally fearful respect for Mu Chenxiang’s identity, the chairman and the organizing 

committee were even more fearful of criticizing her now. 

Not only were they scared to say anything insulting, they even asked concernedly, “What? General 

Nangong is injured? Is it serious?” 

“A bullet in the chest is serious for sure. If it weren’t severe, Sis Chenxiang would not have abandoned 

the International Film Festival and rushed to the hospital.” 

“She should go back! She should go back! Chenxiang did the right thing! General Nangong has been 

fighting to protect us on the battlefield. As a military wife, Chenxiang should put her husband’s matters 

first.” 

The corners of Selina’s lips curved into a smile. She continued, “The chairman won’t listen to someone 

else’s nonsense and believes that Sis Chenxiang is taking the International Film Festival lightly, will you?” 

“Why would I?!” The chairman was so scared that he started to sweat profusely. 

He did not dare to take on this huge blame! 

“General Nangong is injured while protecting the country and the people. It’s only natural for Chenxiang 

to take care of General Nangong. Without General Nangong protecting us at the frontlines, we wouldn’t 



be able to live a happy and peaceful life. If that was the case, how could we organize such an 

entertainment-based event like the International Film Festival? There would be a country first before 

there would be home. Only when the country and our homes are peaceful that the people can enjoy 

peace.” 

Selina smiled. “The chairman understands, but there are still some who don’t. She thinks she’s great just 

because she’s the Best Actress, and deserves to badmouth other people.. If there weren’t soldiers who 

built a wall for you with their blood and lives on the frontlines and saved you from bombs, you wouldn’t 

have become Best Actress, would you? You wouldn’t have been able to publicize your b*llshit 

comments either.” 

Chapter 1466: Screwed Up 

“Sis Chenxiang’s husband is injured. As a military wife, what’s wrong with her rushing to the hospital 

immediately? Why is she’s looking down on the International Film Festival and the organizing committee 

when the same incident came out from your mouth?” 

Selina’s coquettish gaze turned extremely cold. Dan Muxi’s face turned pale after being scolded. 

“Also, Miss Dan Muxi, before you badmouth others, please ask around and find out what’s the 

relationship between the person you belittled and the person who is listening to you. Otherwise… 

You’re a famous Best Actress. You’ll end up embarrassing yourself if you make such a mistake. Even so, I 

still advise you not to badmouth others behind their backs because if you walk too much at night, you’ll 

run into a ghost eventually. When that happens, the result will probably not be something you can 

handle. Oh, right, let me introduce you. My name is Selina, Nangong Jin is my Eldest Brother, so Mu 

Chenxiang is my Sister-in-law!” 

Everyone, “…” 

Since when did the Nangong family become related to Imperial Phoenix Group? 

The Nangong family was already so powerful. If they were to build a relationship with the Imperial 

Phoenix Group, they would probably have to sit at the head of the Four Dominant Families for another 

century at least! 

While everyone was still digesting the shocking news, Selina turned to the chairman. “Is it our turn to 

go?” 

The chairman nodded repeatedly. “Yes, yes. We’ve already sent the name list to the host. After Dan 

Muxi, you can walk behind her and end the red carpet as our grand finale.” 

Selina nodded and looked at Dan Muxi with obvious disdain. 

Dan Muxi, who had wanted to gain popularity, failed miserably. Instead of getting what she wanted, her 

ugliest state was captured on camera. Now, she was no longer in an excellent state. 

As she stepped onto the red carpet, all she wanted to do was finish the red carpet as soon as possible. 

Then, she would get her manager to go to the public relations department and buy the video off of the 

reporters. 



Other female celebrities would bring their male partners with them. Dan Muxi originally had a male 

companion from the same company, but that male companion was not a Best Actor, but someone who 

wanted to gain popularity through her too. However, when Dan Muxi heard that Mike Beirut and a 

group of international superstars had come, she did not want to walk the red carpet with her male 

companion. Instead, she wanted to take the walk with Mike Beirut. 

Therefore, when she heard that it was actually Mu Chenxiang who was walking the red carpet with Mike 

Beirut and Jason Neo, she nearly went mad with jealousy. 

However, Mu Chenxiang suddenly ran away because of her family matters. Dan Muxi was convinced 

that today’s opportunity was definitely hers, so she let her male companion walk the red carpet by 

himself while she went straight to the organizing committee, approached the chairman, and asked him 

to give her this opportunity. 

Who knew that the vice president of Imperial Phoenix Group was Mu Chenxiang’s friend! 

Not only did she not walk the red carpet, but she was also humiliated. 

Dan Muxi dressed extravagantly. Just the gown alone cost her more than seven million yuan as part of 

her scheme to overshine Mu Chenxiang’s beauty. 

However, everything was ruined by Mu Chenxiang once more. 

This woman was born to be a jinx. Wherever Mu Chenxiang was, Dan Muxi’s presence would be 

overshadowed. 

Dan Muxi’s expression was terrible and her smile looked forced. 

Initially, when someone of her level appeared, the host would also interview her for another two 

minutes other than just introducing her. As a movie star, she could use this opportunity to promote her 

upcoming shows or movies. 

Yet, Dan Muxi was in such a bad state that she could not capture any good photographs of her. When 

the host was about to interview her, all the reporters started to make a fuss.. When the host noticed the 

source of the commotion, she exclaimed in shock! 

Chapter 1467: The Red Carpet 

 

Mike Beirut, Jason Neo, and Geri had already escorted the vice president of Imperial Phoenix Group 

onto the red carpet. 

They were supposed to walk the red carpet three minutes later, and the host was supposed to do a 

short interview with Dan Muxi. This was what they had agreed on earlier. 

However, who knew that these bigshots would arrive three minutes earlier. Basically, Dan Muxi was still 

standing in front of the hosting stage. She had just asked the reporters to take pictures when these 

people appeared. 



Dan Muxi was still putting up as many poses as she could. She had just put up two poses, and before the 

host could ask her any questions, all the media had already gone crazy. 

Then, the cameras that were aimed at Dan Muxi started to sweep to the group of people behind Dan 

Muxi’s back. 

Even though those entertainment reporters were already used to seeing celebrities of various levels, 

they had never interviewed Hollywood action movie stars like Mike Beirut, Jason Neo, the Best Actor 

who was known to be melancholic, and the Best Actress who was involved in three fields, Geri. Not to 

mention that all three of them appeared on the same stage at the Emperor District International Film 

Festival. 

Although Dan Muxi was an award-winning Best Actress, she was nothing compared to the three 

international bigshots behind her. 

Why would the reporters want to photograph Dan Muxi? All of them screamed and turned into fangirls 

and fanboys. They zoomed their cameras on the three celebrities, afraid that they would miss shooting 

any of the Oscar-winning actors and actress. 

Such a rare scene; such a rare appearance! They did not want to miss out on anything, not even a single 

needle! 

Only the reporters who had captured the unhappy scene between Selina and Dan Muxi intentionally 

captured the scene where Selina and her team deliberately appeared on the red carpet a bit earlier. 

Then, they also trained their camera on how Dan Muxi failed to maintain her smiling face at that 

moment. Her ferocious expression was mercilessly imprinted on the screen. 

Dan Muxi watched as Selina and her team entered the venue in a high-profile manner and stole all the 

limelight from her. She clenched her fists in anger and turned to leave. 

This was a blatant provocation, a stinging humiliation, and a bright slap to the face. 

“Now walking towards us, I believe everyone can scream their names without any introduction! They 

are— 

“Oscar-winning Best Actor, the martial arts master, Mike Beirut! 

“Oscar-winning Best Actor, the melancholic Jason Neo! 

“Oscar-winning Best Actress who won awards in three different fields, Geri! ” 

After introducing the three of them, the audience and media erupted into applause. 

“It’s an honor for two Best Actors and one Best Actress to attend the award ceremony of the Emperor 

District International Film Festival today. This is the first time this has happened at the International Film 

Festival. This is already exciting enough, but the person I’m going to introduce next will be even more 

exciting. I’m very honored to introduce to everyone the lady in red who is surrounded by two Best 

Actors and one Best Actress. She’s the vice president of Imperial Phoenix Group, the daughter of Duke 

Eton of Luntan, Selina!” 



“Wait, wait, wait! Did the host say that wrongly? She just mentioned that this is the vice president of 

Imperial Phoenix Group, not the vice president of Imperial Phoenix Film Industry?” 

The reporters were stunned by the appearance of this group of people. Whether it was the Imperial 

Phoenix Film Industry or the head company, Imperial Phoenix Group, there was no need to doubt 

Selina’s status of nobility. 

Such a beautiful and young girl, not only was she the daughter of the duke, but she was also the vice 

president of Imperial Phoenix Group. This was enough to make men bow down while making women 

blush with embarrassment. 

The host continued. 

“Imperial Phoenix Group is one of the top three financial groups in the world…” 

Chapter 1468: Emperor Phoenix’s Transfer 

 

“Imperial Phoenix owns four major listed companies, namely Imperial Phoenix Film Industries, Imperial 

Phoenix Real Estate, the Imperial Phoenix Hotel, and Benevolent Angel Hospital. At the same time, they 

own countless mines, riverbeds, and the world’s best jewelry company, Phoenix Pavilion. Imperial 

Phoenix Group is like a myth to us. And today, everyone is fortunate enough to see the vice president of 

the Imperial Phoenix Group. I have three questions for the young and beautiful Miss Selina. Is that 

okay?” 

The male host standing at the side was about to translate everything into Luntanese when Selina spoke 

in an authentic Camino language. 

“Sure.” 

The noisy red carpet lapsed into silence except for the sounds as the shutter clicked nonstop. Everyone 

held their breath and stared at Selina, the vice president of this mythical group. 

As reporters, they had too many questions to ask Selina, and they were not sure if the host would ask 

the same questions. 

“According to the reports from the media, previously at the airport, Imperial Phoenix Group’s chairman, 

Best Actor Feng, said that he wanted to move the company to Camino. Is this true?” 

Selina nodded with a gracious and charming smile. “It’s true. Imperial Phoenix Group has already taken 

its seat at the main building in Emperor District. We’ll be spending a year there to rebuild Imperial 

Phoenix’s grand image.” 

“That’s great! I believe that with the addition of Imperial Phoenix Group, the country’s economy will 

definitely soar.” 

Selina did not comment on that. 



“The second question is, some netizens revealed that Best Actor Feng was hospitalized due to a serious 

illness. Is this true? Everyone is very concerned about Best Actor Feng’s health and is very worried about 

him. Therefore, I would like to ask on behalf of all my fellow fans, how is Best Actor Feng’s health now?” 

“He was indeed sick some time ago. He recovered after his surgery. Don’t worry, he’s doing well.” 

“That’s good! Although Best Actor Feng won’t be attending our event today, our production team and 

many fans want to wish Best Actor Feng a speedy recovery. Even if you choose to retire, you’ll always be 

everyone’s idol.” 

“The last question is also one that many of the fans of the film industry are very concerned about. After 

Emperor Phoenix Film Industry is transferred into the country, will Emperor Phoenix Film Industry 

transfer over too? We all know that there are many international superstars under Emperor Phoenix 

Film Industry. Almost half of the best actors and best actresses in Hollywood come from Emperor 

Phoenix Film Industry. Then, will these international superstars. who will trigger waves of screams from 

their fans, continue to develop their career in Camino?” 

“Imperial Phoenix Group only transferred taxes and headquarters, but our industries will remain in 

whichever country they were originally from. However, Imperial Phoenix Film Industry also moved here 

alongside the headquarters, so the celebrities under them will naturally report to the headquarters 

often. Mike Beirut, Jason Neo, and Geri are examples of the celebrities who are reporting to the 

headquarters within these two days. That’s why they’re here with me. There will be more celebrities of 

various levels joining us here. As for how they want to develop here, the company will respect their 

choices other than making the necessary arrangement for them. Of course, since Imperial Phoenix Film 

Industry has already transferred over to this side, we’ll recruit more celebrities with potential to develop 

their career further with the company.” 

Then, Selina nodded at the host and left with the three international superstars.. 

Chapter 1469: Husbands Are Important 

From the beginning to the end, the three international superstars did not say a word no matter where 

they went. They surrounded Selina with smiles on their faces and followed her lead. 

After Dan Muxi came down, she immediately hid in a deserted place and called her manager, asking the 

manager to do public relations-related work. 

If her insults at Mu Chenxiang and the words that Selina had ridiculed her with were to get out, Dan 

Muxi would be completely knocked off from the pedestal and down into the dust. 

Dan Muxi did not dare to hate someone like Selina, who had a powerful background, so she could only 

target her hatred at Mu Chenxiang to death. 

Nangong Jin was injured… 

That was the man that she used to love and adore the most, but now, he had become her brother-in-

law. Moreover, he was the brother-in-law who often used such harsh words at her. 

Yes, no one knew that she and Mu Chenxiang were actually sisters because neither of them wanted to 

acknowledge the other. 



If it was in the past, knowing that Nangong Jin was injured, Dan Muxi’s heart would definitely ache. 

However, now, she hated Nangong Jin so much that she wished he could just die. 

Once Nangong Jin was dead, Mu Chenxiang would no longer have anyone to back her up. Dan Muxi 

refused to believe that the Nangong family would still accept Mu Chenxiang as their family after Mu 

Chenxiang jinxed her mother, father, and father to their deaths. 

Dan Muxi called her manager and told them to hurry up and deal with public relations properly. No 

matter how much money they had to spend, they had to buy everything off those reporters. After telling 

them that, they went to her assigned seat. 

At the award ceremony, the award that should have been given away by Dan Muxi ended up in the 

hands of the people from Imperial Phoenix Group. 

The International Film Festival this year was the most successful and eye-catching event in the past few 

years. The three international superstars’ presence on stage was not something ordinary A-list 

celebrities could compare to. 

When the award ceremony came to an end, many celebrities had already picked up their phones to read 

the news. 

Dan Muxi realized that something was amiss when people started to look at her weirdly. She fumbled 

for her phone. 

Just then, her assistant called. 

“Sis Xi, this is bad. Previously, the media companies that you spent money trying to buy over merely 

laughed at me and told me to wait for them to discuss this downstairs. Yet, they posted the before and 

during video of you walking on the red carpet on the Internet. You… you should quickly go online and 

take a look!” 

Dan Muxi’s face turned pale and her hands started trembling. 

The video had been edited, and it was clear at a glance. It showed how she had insulted Mu Chenxiang 

and tried to walk the red carpet with a group of international celebrities from the Imperial Phoenix 

Group, only to be smacked in the face by Selina. In fact, those hateful reporters had even taken pictures 

of her stiff smile when she walked the red carpet. Before she even ended her red carpet moment, Selina 

and her team had deliberately appeared and continued to smack her face. She could not maintain her 

smile, and the vicious face that she revealed had been captured on camera. 

Since the conversation between Dan Muxi, Selina, and the chairman were included in the video, 

everyone knew what had happened. 

In less than fifteen minutes after the video was uploaded, the number of comments laden with criticism 

and curses below the video had already exceeded twenty thousand. In fact, it was still increasing at the 

rate of having one thousand new comments with every refresh. 

[Her husband got injured while protecting the country. What’s wrong with Best Actress Mu going back 

to take care of him? Your morals are as twisted as your face. That’s why you said such things. B*tch!] 



[Without soldiers protecting the country at the frontlines, do you think a shameless b*tch like you can 

still hop around on stage? I’m banning you!] 

[How could the award ceremony be more important than her husband? I support Best Actress Mu!] 

Chapter 1470: Take Care of The General 

 

[Dan Muxi has been competing with Best Actress Mu ever since she debuted. What a pity. Ugly Duckling 

will always be Ugly Duckling. A b*tch will always be a b*tch. God knows what’s good for her. She 

deserves to be facesmacked by Best Actress Mu every time. You don’t deserve to be a human. A b*tch 

like you should be cursed for eternity!] 

[Strongly requesting to ban this slut!] 

[Am I the only one who placed the most emphasis on General Nangong? Ahhhh, how handsome my 

General Nangong is! He’s so handsome, suave, so responsible, so cold-blooded, and manly! Yet, he was 

injured, and in the chest too! Is his life in danger? [Frenzied Face] [Frenzied Face] [Frenzied Face]] 

General Nangong must get better! [Prayer] [Prayer] [Prayer] [Prayer] [Prayer]] 

[Great job, Best Actress Mu. Film festivals are just fleeting clouds. Your husband should be your utmost 

priority! You must take good care of General Nangong!] 

[Best Actress Mu, you must take good care of our General Nangong! You must let him recover quickly! 

Don’t worry, we’ll guard your position for you. Even if you stop acting for General Nangong’s sake, you’ll 

always be the most beautiful Best Actress in our hearts! We’ll always be your supporter!] 

[Assh*le Dan used to admire General Nangong and wanted to interfere as the third party, but General 

Nangong had mercilessly facesmacked her. Now that she sees how lovey-dovey the couple is, she wants 

to take revenge. I can only say to Assh*le Dan—when a person lowers herself to that standard, she’ll 

only become the public’s enemy!] 

[I pray that General Nangong is well! Best Actress Mu must take good care of General Nangong! Assh*le 

Dan, die!] 

[I pray that General Nangong is safe and sound! Best Actress Mu must take good care of General 

Nangong! Assh*le Dan, die! +1] 

… 

[I pray that General Nangong is safe and sound! Best Actress Mu must take good care of General 

Nangong! Assh*le Dan, die! +10086] 

It was the end! 

It was over for her! 

Dan Muxi swallowed her saliva with difficulty. 



No matter what country they were in, soldiers were the most respected existence. Furthermore, the 

person in question was not just any ordinary soldier. 

When Mu Chenxiang and Nangong Jin got married, their fans nearly licked the screen when they saw 

Nangong Jin’s tall figure, handsome looks, and the fact that he was not only the young master of a first-

tier wealthy family but also a young and promising major general. 

Now that Nangong Jin was seriously injured, Mu Chenxiang’s action of abandoning the red carpet event 

to take care of Nangong Jin not only stopped her fans from criticizing her but also increased her 

popularity. As for Dan Muxi, it was akin to her offending the public and committing a heinous murder. 

Dan Muxi knew that what awaited her was definitely the most difficult public relations challenge in her 

life. 

If she could not make it through the public relations this time, all the hard work she had put in all these 

years might go to waste. 

She had never thought that she would end up in a situation where she would be doomed, just because 

of this tiny act of pent of anger. 

How resentful! 

Under everyone’s disdainful gazes, Dan Muxi could only leave in dismay. 

Even though her assistant and bodyguards had all moved out to protect her, she could not escape the 

wrath of her fans. 

By the time Dan Muxi got in her car and escaped from the scene, her reputation was so bad that she 

stank. 

Nuannuan and Mu Chenxiang were not aware of what happened at the International Film Festival. 

When Mu Chenxiang rushed to Benevolent Angel?Hospital at her fastest speed, Nangong Jin still had not 

arrived yet. 

About ten minutes later, the helicopter finally landed. 

When they landed, the medical staff had already pushed the bed to the tarmac. 

Someone carried Nangong Jin down from the helicopter.. From the looks of it, he did not seem to be in a 

good condition. 

 


